With the rapid development of the mobile internet of things (IoTs) and mobile sensing devices, a large amount of mobile computing-oriented applications have attracted attention both from industry and academia. Deep learning based methods have achieved great success in artificial intelligence (AI) oriented applications. To advance the development of AI-based IoT systems, effective and efficient algorithms are in urgent need for IoT Edge Computing. Time-series data classification is an ongoing problem in applications for mobile devices (e.g. music genre classification on mobile phones). However, the traditional methods require field expertise to extract handcrafted features from the time-series data. Deep learning has been demonstrated to be effective and efficient in this kind of data. Nevertheless, the existing works neglect some of the sequential relationships found in the time-series data, which are significant for time-series data classification. Considering the aforementioned limitations, we propose a hybrid architecture, named the parallel recurrent convolutional neural network (PRCNN). The PRCNN is an end-to-end training network that combines feature extraction and time-series data classification in one stage. The parallel CNN and Bi-RNN blocks focus on extracting the spatial features and temporal frame orders, respectively, and the outputs of two blocks are fused into one powerful representation of the time-series data. Then, the syncretic vector is fed into the softmax function for classification. The parallel network structure guarantees that the extracted features are robust enough to represent the time-series data. Moreover, the experimental results demonstrate that our proposed architecture outperforms the previous approaches applied to the same datasets. We also take the music data as an example to conduct contrastive experiments to verify that our additional parallel Bi-RNN block can improve the performance of time-series classification compared with utilizing CNNs alone.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the extensive utilization of various mobile devices, mobile computing has attracted attention both from industry and academia [1] , [2] . An increasing amount of music is spreading widely on mobile devices, which is difficult for users and platforms to organize [3] , [4] . Furthermore, it is impossible to organize and distinguish such a large amount of music manually. Therefore, constructing a convenient way The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Tie Qiu . to address this problem is challenging but of vital importance. Most of the state-of-the-art methods aim to classify the music genre, which is a top-level music label, to help users categorize and describe various types of music [5] . Meanwhile, the exact classification of the music genre is crucial to enable the music platforms to organize music into different groups. For this reason, the classification of the music genre has attracted wide attention in the field of music information retrieval (MIR) [6] , [7] .
Two crucial components for music genre classification, feature extraction and classifier learning, may greatly VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ influence the performance of most classification systems [8] - [12] . Feature extraction concentrates on exploring the suitable representations of the samples that will be classified using feature vectors or pairwise similarity measures [13] - [20] . After feature extraction, the features and representations of the music are fed into a classifier, which aims to map the feature vectors into different music genres. Baniya et al. [21] adopt the timbral texture features (i.e., the mel-frequency cepstral coefficient) and rhythm content features such as the beat histogram (BH) [5] to represent the music samples. Then, they combine an extreme learning machine (ELM) [22] - [26] and bagging classification [27] . Arabi and Lu [28] use the statistical chord features and chord progression information in conjunction with the low-level features [13] . In addition, by utilizing a support vector machine (SVM), they prove that the chord features in conjunction with the low-level features can produce a higher classification accuracy. The state-of-the-art method is reported by Sarkar and Saha [29] , which employs empirical mode decomposition (EMD) for signal component extraction and depends only on the pitch-based features. Even though all the methods above achieve a good performance in certain situations, the handcrafted features still have some fatal disadvantages. Extracting handcrafted features from music samples is a complex process, so it requires researchers with expertise in the musical domain. Furthermore, the features that are extracted for a certain task lack universality, and they may perform poorly in other tasks. In recent years, deep learning networks, especially convolutional neural networks (CNNs), has been successfully utilized in various image classification tasks [30] - [35] . Meanwhile, Dieleman and Schrauwen [36] proved that music spectrograms, which are similar to normal images, can also achieve good performance with CNNs. Under this circumstance, there is a growing tendency to learn robust feature representations from the music spectrograms by using CNNs [37] , [38] . In contrast, in the traditional methods, the CNNs provide an end-to-end training architecture that combines feature extraction with music classification in one stage. Multiple works based on CNNs have shown their superiority in music genre classification.
Notably, unlike ordinary images, music spectrograms have heavily sequential relationships. However, the existing music genre classification methods using CNNs are not able to model the long-term temporal information in the music spectrograms. Moreover, the model structure should consider the available hardware computing capability [39] , [40] . Recurrent neural networks [41] (RNNs) can model long-term dependencies, such as in the music structure or recurrent harmonies [41] , which are significant for music classification. To address the limitations mentioned above, we propose a hybrid learning architecture named the parallel recurrent and convolutional neural network (PRCNN), which consists of a CNN block and a parallel bidirectional recurrent neural network (Bi-RNN) block [43] .
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Utilize the short-term Fourier transform (STFT) to transform the time-domain information in the music samples to frequency-domain information, which facilitates a visual analysis of the music.
• Propose a hybrid model structure to combine the spatial features and temporal frame orders of the music samples, which consists of a CNN block and a parallel bidirectional recurrent neural network (Bi-RNN) block. Based on the structure, the frequency-domain information is considered as images through the CNN-based deep neural networks and is more suitable for music genre classification than simple CNNs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we analyze the previous related works of music genre classification and carefully investigate their contributions and limitations. Section 3 describes in detail the construction of our proposed hybrid model, the PRCNN, for music genre classification. In Section 4, we conduct various experiments based on two datasets and demonstrate the validity of our proposed architecture. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
Music genre classification, which is used to categorize and describe enormous amounts of music, is a widely studied area in music information retrieval [5] . Various studies indicate that feature extraction, a crucial component of music genre classification, can greatly affect the performance of music genre classification. Thus, most existing works focus on extracting robust features from the music samples using various approaches to improve the classification performance. Motivated by the successes in computer vision [44] , CNNs have also attracted much attention in the field of music genre classification. By constructing deep networks, CNNs have a powerful capacity to learn the more representative features of the music samples. In addition, CNNs require less engineering effort and little prior knowledge of the particular field.
Li et al. [37] demonstrate that the variations of the musical patterns obtained with certain transformations, such as the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC), are similar to that of images, which work well with CNNs in image classification [31] . Moreover, they prove that CNNs are feasible for the automatic extraction of music pattern features. They feed the extracted features into a classifier, such as an SVM or decision tree, and implement genre classification by using majority voting. Although their work shows an opportunity to replace handcrafted features, the performance of their proposed structure on the testing data is not as good as on the training data. Zhang et al. [38] proposed two networks to improve the performance of CNNs in music genre classification. To offer more statistical information to the following layers, the max-pooling layer is operated in conjunction with the average-pooling layers in the networks. Furthermore, to learn more representative music features from deeper networks, they utilize the shortcut connections inspired by residual learning [45] in another network. In addition, their proposed CNNs show an improved music genre classification performance compared with that of the previous approaches applied to the GTZAN [5] dataset. However, as mentioned in the previous section, some of the temporal information in the music patterns that is crucial for music genre classification may be lost by CNNs. Considering the lost temporal information, Choi et al. [46] design a hybrid model named the convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN). They use a 2-layer RNN with gated recurrent units (GRU) [47] as the temporal summarizer following the top of the CNN structure. Compared with the three existing CNNs described in [47] , the CRNN shows an improved performance in music classification by learning more temporal information. However, the hybrid model also has limitations that impair the performance of music classification. Even though the CRNN structure incorporates an RNN as the temporal summarizer, its performance heavily depends on the results of the previous convolutional layers. Moreover, the temporal relationships of the original music samples are partly lost during convolution.
To preserve the spatial features and temporal frame orders of the original music samples as much as possible, we carefully design a hybrid model that consists of parallel CNN and Bi-RNN blocks. In the next section, we will describe our proposed hybrid architecture for music genre classification in detail. 
III. METHODOLOGY
As illustrated in Figure 1 , our proposed hybrid architecture is divided into four blocks: the input, CNN, Bi-RNN and classifier blocks. We use the short-term Fourier transform (STFT) spectrogram of the music samples as the input for our network. The input is actually a 128 × 513 matrix, which is fed simultaneously into the parallel CNN and Bi-RNN blocks to extract features. As mentioned above, CNNs have excellent capability in extracting the spatial features of music, such as the timbre features. However, there is some important sequential information in the STFT music spectrograms that may be lost during the CNN training. Thus, the parallel Bi-RNN block is employed as a supplement to extract the temporal frame orders from the spectrogram. Then, the outputs of the two parallel blocks are fused into one feature vector, which will then be classified. After a fully connected layer, we obtain a 10-dimensional vector and feed it into a softmax function, which produces the probabilities of 10 genres. In our architecture, the maximum probability is chosen as the predicted genre of the testing sample.
As mentioned in Section 1, feature extraction is a crucial component that substantially affects the performance of music genre classification. Therefore, in the rest of this section, we describe in detail the parallel CNN and Bi-RNN blocks that are utilized for feature extraction.
A. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK BLOCK
As depicted in Figure 1 , except for the input layer, the CNN block of our proposed hybrid architecture has 10 layers with weights, including five convolutional layers and five max-pooling layers. In the CNN block, the first convolutional layer filters the input spectrogram with 16 3 × 3 kernels. Meanwhile, 1 × 1 padding is added to reduce the marginal information loss during convolution. Similar to the first convolutional layer, each kernel in our CNN block has a size of 3 × 3, and 1 × 1 padding is added in each convolutional layer. The remaining convolutional layers have 32, 64, 128 and 64 filters, respectively.
After each convolutional layer, a max-pooling operation is followed to further process the output of the previous convolutional layer. In the CNN block, the first three max-pooling layers output the maximum value within a 2 × 2 rectangular neighborhood with a 2×2 stride. The upper two max-pooling layers report the maximum value of a 4×4 region with a 4×4 stride to learn more robust representations. The max-pooling operation can extract the most prominent music features, such as the amplitude, and reduce the computational load for the upper layers. Moreover, the max-pooling operation can also provide translation invariance and reduce overfitting by subsampling.
In all the convolutional layers, we use rectified linear units (ReLUs) [48] as the activation functions. In contrast to the sigmoid function, the ReLU activation function is define as f(x) = max (0, x), and thus it does not become saturated when the neuron is active. Compared with the traditional sigmoid and tanh activation functions, the ReLU function provides faster convergence and it has a notable ability to mitigate the vanishing gradient problem. After each convolution, we also use batch normalization (BN) [49] to speed up the training process.
The output of our CNN block is flattened into a 256-dimensional vector, X cnn :
This output will be fed later into the classifier block of our architecture in conjunction with the output of the Bi-RNN block.
B. BIDIRECTIONAL RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK BLOCK
As illustrated in Figure 1 , excluding the input layer, the Bi-RNN block consists of 5 layers. In this block, the input spectrogram is processed by a max-pooling layer to reduce its dimension first. After this step, the dimension of the spectrogram is reduced to 128×256. Since the upper Bi-RNN layer has a complex structure, we employ an embedding layer for further dimension reduction to decrease the number of parameters. After embedding, a 128 × 128 feature map is fed into a 1-layer bidirectional RNN with GRU activation units for feature extraction, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Similar to the output of the CNN block, our Bi-RNN block produces a 256-dimensional vector, which is defined as:
The outputs, X cnn and X rnn , will be fused into a 512-dimensional feature representation that is used for classification.
Traditional recurrent neural networks (RNNs) take advantage of only previous contexts and ignore the backward dependencies, which are also important for feature extraction. However, many applications demonstrate that the prediction obtained from testing a sample heavily depends on the whole input sequence, including the past and future information. Another limitation of traditional RNNs is that they suffer from the well-known problems of vanishing and exploding gradients when dealing with long-term dependencies. Thus, in our hybrid architecture, we exploit a bidirectional RNN layer with GRUs instead of a traditional RNN layer to improve the feature extraction performance. The structure of the Bi-RNN block is shown in Figure 2 , and we will describe it in detail later in the paper.
The design of the Bi-RNN block is motivated by two main considerations: 1) an RNN with GRUs is used to extract more of the temporal features that are lost in CNNs, and 2) the past and future information in a whole sequence is fully exploited to extract more representative features.
1) GATED RECURRENT UNITS
The gated recurrent unit (GRU) is proposed in [47] to adaptively capture the information from the variable-length sequences in the recurrent blocks. The traditional RNN has the well-known problems of vanishing and exploding gradients, and the GRU can capture the temporal correlations from the music samples and overcome these problems. The GRU integrates the input and forget gates into one ''update gate'' and appends a ''reset gate''. For the forward layer in the i th unit, the activation, h (t) i , at time t is calculated by the previous activation, h (t−1) i , and the current candidate activation:
where u stands for ''update gate'' andh (t) i denotes the candidate activation. The ''update gate'' is used to determine how much the unit updates from its activation:
where b, W and U denote the biases, input weights and recurrent weights of the i th GRU, respectively. The i th element of a vector is denoted by [.] i . The input vector at time t is defined as x (t) . The candidate activation,h (t) i , is computed similarly to the ''update gate'':
where r represents the ''reset gate'' and denotes an elementwise multiplication operation. If r(t) is close to 0, the ''reset gate'' is off and the unit will forget the past information. The ''reset gate'' is defined with the following formula:
The update and reset gates can separately ''neglect'' parts of a vector. The ''update gates'' decide how much the past states should impact the current states. The ''reset gates'' provide a nonlinear effect on the correlation between the past and future states. They decide which parts should be considered in future states.
2) BIDIRECTIONAL RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK
In the parallel RNN block, we utilize an RNN with GRUs in both the forward and backward directions. As illustrated in Figure 2 , the input layer is fed into both the forward and backward layers. Meanwhile, the output layer is produced by the two bidirectional layers. However, the two reverse layers have no direct connections. In our bidirectional architecture, the forward GRUs are calculated by the past states along the positive time axis, while the back forward GRUs are computed by the future states along the reverse time axis. For instance, the activation at time t of the backward GRUs is calculated by the future activation, h (t+1) i , and the current candidate activation,h
Similarly, the other formulas are computed along the reverse time axis. In contrast to the unidirectional architecture, the Bi-RNN with GRUs can learn more powerful representations by taking advantage of the whole sequence.
C. FEATURE FUSION AND THE CLASSIFIER BLOCK
As mentioned above, the Bi-RNN block utilized in our architecture is a supplement for CNN block to extract features. To take full advantage of the two learned feature maps, we decide to fuse them into one more powerful representation. The representation is actually a 512-dimensional vector and defined as:
where F refers to the fused feature vector and ⊕ indicates a simple concatenation of the two outputs of the CNN and Bi-RNN blocks. After feature fusion, the syncretic vector is fed into a fully connected layer and softmax layer successively. Then, a 10-dimensional vector,ŷ, is acquired, which is computed by:ŷ
where (W T F + b) represents an affine transformation with an additional bias, which maps the fused 512-dimensional vector into a 10-dimensional feature vector, v. Then, each value in vector v is calculated by the softmax function into P(i), which is displayed as follows:
where P(i) represents the probability of belonging to a particular music genre and v (i) denotes the i th value of vector v. After the softmax function, the result,ŷ, which is a vector with values in the range [0, 1], denotes a categorical probability distribution over the different genres. The loss function we adopt for training is the crossentropy loss, whose formula is defined as follows:
where n denotes the number of samples and m represents the number of categories.
The gradients of X cnn and X rnn are used in the backward process and are computed as follows:
IV. EXPERIMENTS
To demonstrate the outstanding performance of our proposed hybrid architecture in time-series data classification, experiments are conducted on music data as an example. We conduct various contrastive experiments on both the GTZAN and Extended Ballroom datasets. The experimental results verify that our proposed PRCNN outperforms the previous approaches. Moreover, we also verify the effectiveness of the parallel RNN in supplementing the CNN for feature extraction.
A. DATASET DESCRIPTION
Two classic datasets are utilized in our experiments. One is the GTZAN dataset [5] , and the other191 is the Extended Ballroom [50] dataset.
1) GTZAN
The GTZAN dataset has been used as a benchmark for various music genre classification systems. It consists of 1000 song excerpts that are evenly distributed into ten different genres: blues, classical, country, disco, hiphop, jazz, metal, pop, reggae and rock. Each song is approximately 30 seconds in duration and is sampled at a rate of 22050 Hz at 16 bits.
2) EXTENDED BALLROOM
The Extended Ballroom dataset is a modified version of the Ballroom dataset [51] , and consists of specific Ballroom dance subgenres. The Extended Ballroom dataset is approximately 4 times larger than the GTZAN dataset. It contains 4180 tracks that are 30 seconds in duration, which are divided into 13 rhythm classes: chacha(455), jive(350), quickstep(497), rumba(470), samba(468), tango(464), Viennese waltz(252), waltz(529), foxtrot(507), pasodoble(53), salsa (47) , slow waltz(65), and wcswing(23).
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Deep neural networks require a large amount of input data to learn representative features. However, the two datasets used in our experiments contain only 1000 song excerpts and 4180 music tracks, which is insufficient for deep neural networks. To increase the number of training songs, we divide each song excerpt into shorter 3 second music clips with a 50% overlap. Thus, the augmented datasets ensure that overfitting is avoided to some extent and better performance is achieved in feature learning. Similar to the process in [38] , [52] , we apply the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to frames of length 1024 at a 22050 kHz sampling rate with a 50% overlap and use the absolute value of each FFT frame. We finally construct a STFT spectrogram with 128 frames, and each frame is represented as a 513-dimensional vector.
For each dataset, we divide the song excerpts into training, validation and testing datasets with proportions of 8/1/1, respectively. The songs are proportionally distributed by genre in the training, validation and testing sets. Our experiments are executed with 10-fold cross validation, and the performance of music genre classification is measured by classification accuracy. To avoid reporting all the results, our experimental results reported below are averaged over ten runs.
In our experiments, we choose the Adam algorithm [53] as the optimization algorithm to train our parallel networks. The number of training epochs is set at 100, and the learning rate linearly decreases within the range of [0.002, 0]. To prevent our networks from overfitting, we employ the dropout technique in the CNN and Bi-RNN blocks with dropout rates of 0.2 and 0.5, respectively. Moreover, after fusing the outputs of the CNN and Bi-RNN blocks, we also apply dropout to the syncretic feature vector with a rate of 0.5. We use batches of 64 samples and shuffle all the samples after each epoch.
C. RESULTS

1) PERFORMANCE ON THE GTZAN DATASET
To validate the effectiveness of our proposed approach in music genre classification, we conduct our experiments on the GTZAN dataset, which is a benchmark in this field. The music genre classification accuracies of our proposed PRCNN model are reported in Table 1 . For comparison, we also summarize the results of the other models that were applied to the same dataset presented in [38] . To validate the effectiveness of the proposed PRCNN network, two types of CNN-based networks and BRNN networks with different layers are employed as comparison algorithms. As summarized in Table 1 , the hybrid architecture, which contains parallel CNN and Bi-RNN blocks, outperforms all the previous results listed above. However, since the GTZAN dataset has only 1000 song excerpts, the problem of overfitting cannot be averted. Thus, we utilize a 1-layer RNN network instead of a 2-layer RNN network for feature extraction. As shown in Table 1 , the improved accuracy shows that exploiting the CNN in conjunction with a 1-layer RNN has better performance than using the 2-layer RNN. The results listed in Table 1 demonstrate that our parallel network can significantly improve the performance of music genre classification on the GTZAN dataset compared to using only the CNN network or BRNN network alone.
2) PERFORMANCE ON THE EXTENDED BALLROOM DATASET
Since the GTZAN dataset has only 1000 song excerpts, the problem of overfitting occurs easily in most situations. Thus, we also conduct experiments on the Extended Ballroom dataset, which has approximately 4 times more music clips, to further verify the effectiveness of our proposed PRCNN. Hence, the overfitting problem of the PRCNN network with a 2-layer RNN network is reduced. As shown in Table 2 , the classification accuracy of the PRCNN with a 2-layer RNN network outperforms that with a 1-layer RNN network. The PRCNN can utilize the short-term and long-term temporal music spectrogram information simultaneously, which ensures that the discriminative music information is extracted by the PRCNN. However, the RNN cannot fully extract the short-term information, and the CNN cannot fully model the long-term temporal information. As shown in Table 2 , the PRCNN outperforms the 1-layer RNN network and the 2-layer RNN network. Compared to the other music gene classification methods, the PRCNN can also achieves the best result. 
3) IMPACT OF THE PARALLEL RNN
As discussed previously, we have carefully analyzed the existing achievements of deep learning in the music genre classification field. According to previous works, we conclude that employing CNNs as feature extractors is not sufficient to capture the representative features of the music samples. In this situation, we suggest that RNNs should be used simultaneously in feature extraction to acquire the temporal frame orders for a better classification performance. To validate the effectiveness of the additional parallel Bi-RNN block, we designed contrastive experiments on both the GTZAN and Extended Ballroom datasets. We first discard the parallel Bi-RNN in our architecture and utilize our CNN alone. Meanwhile, we also select three typical CNNs that have excellent classification performance. Then, we conducted experiments by combining these CNNs with a parallel Bi-RNN for feature extraction. All the results depicted in the following tables reveal that the models with an RNN have better performances than those using CNNs alone. The improved performance demonstrates the effectiveness of our additional parallel RNN.
The three typical CNNs that are utilized in our experiments are introduced briefly:
• AlexNet: The Alexnet [57] model was proposed for image classification in the ImageNet LSVRC-2010 contest. It consists of five convolutional and three fully connected layers and attains a low error rate in training millions of images.
• VGG-11: The VGGNet models, a series of models proposed in [58] , achieved the state-of-the-art accuracy in the ILSVRC-2013 competition. VGG-11 is a VGGNet with 11 weight layers that has better performance on small-scale datasets, such as the GTZAN and Extended Ballroom datasets utilized in our experiments.
• ResNet-18: The ResNet [45] model can obtain a higher accuracy from deep neural networks by greatly increasing the depth with residual blocks. The ResNet-18 model, as its name suggests, is a deep convolutional neural network that consists of 18-layer residual nets.
It is worth noting that the number of training songs utilized in our experiments is limited for the typical CNNs mentioned above. Thus, to avert the problem of overfitting, the CNNs used in our experiments are not very deep. In addition, we halved the number of channels in the three CNNs. Moreover, in the VGG-11 and AlexNet models, we implemented the fully connected layers with a size of 512 instead of 4096.
As illustrated in Tables 3 and 4 , all the CNNs, including the CNNs in our proposed architecture, have a better performance when a parallel RNN is added rather than when using the CNNs alone. Therefore, adding a parallel RNN for feature extraction can improve the performance of music genre classification, and moreover, our Bi-RNN is extensible to different CNNs to improve music genre classification performance.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a hybrid architecture, the PRCNN, to improve the performance of music genre classification.
This end-to-end learning architecture consists of parallel CNN and Bi-RNN blocks for feature extraction. The CNN block focuses on extracting the spatial features from the spectrograms of the music samples. In contrast, the Bi-RNN block is designed to model the temporal frame orders that are lost in the CNN. Furthermore, the bidirectional architecture can make current states depend on not only the previous information but also the future contexts. The outputs of the two parallel blocks are fused into a more powerful feature vector for music classification. We conducted experiments on both the GTZAN and Extended Ballroom datasets to verify the effectiveness of the PRCNN. The experimental results presented in our paper adequately demonstrate that our proposed PRCNN outperforms the previous works in music genre classification. Moreover, to verify the extensibility of the additional parallel RNN, we employ three typical CNNs for evaluation. The results show that all the CNNs with a parallel RNN block achieve better performance than CNNs alone.
